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We propose a reflective terahertz (THz) metalens with
four focal points for polarization detection of THz beams.
The metalens is composed of Z-shaped resonators with
spatially variant orientations, a reflective gold layer, and
a dielectric spacer between them. The polarization states
of the focal points include left circular polarization, right
circular polarization, an incident polarization state, and
a polarization state whose major axis is rotated π/4 in
comparison with that of the incident polarization. The
handedness, ellipticity, and major axis of the polarization
state can be determined based on the light intensities of the
focal points. The uniqueness of the designed device renders
this technique very attractive for applications in compact
THz polarization detection and information processing.

Published by The Optical Society under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution 4.0 License. Further distribution of this work
must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the published article’s
title, journal citation, andDOI.
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Conventional optical components rely on the accumulated
phase delay during light propagation to shape light beams,
leading to bulky optical components and large volume of the
imaging systems, which are not suitable for device minia-
turization and system integration. Recently, the emerging
metasurfaces, known as 2D metamaterials, can manipulate
light’s amplitude, phase, and polarization at subwavelength
resolution [1,2], which provides a new platform to develop a
plethora of ultrathin optical elements in various research fields,
including holograms [3,4], focusing [5–9], polarization mea-
surement [10,11], vortex beam generation [12,13] and others
[14,15].

The function of a conventional lens is typically fixed, which
restricts the development of on-chip optical integration.
Benefitting from the exotic properties of metasurfaces, a variety
of metalenses with unusual functions have been proposed,

including the dual-polarity plasmonic metalens [5], multi-
foci metalens [16,17], metalens array [18,19], broadband
achromatic metalens [7,8], aplanatic metalens [9], asymmet-
ric metalens [20], multifunctional metalens with integrated
polarization rotation or holography, and others [21–23]. Most
materials in the terahertz (THz) range have properties quite
different from those they possess in the visible range. As one of
the fundamental components, a THz lens plays an important
role in various systems [24,25]. Although there have been efforts
to develop metalenses in the THz regime recently [20,24–33],
these are still insufficient compared with the studies on the met-
alens in the visible range. Ultrathin multifunctional THz lenses
are desirable for the development of compact THz systems for
THz polarization detection and imaging [24–27].

A traditional THz polarization detection system includes
many optical components such as polarizers, wave plates, and
polarization modulators, resulting in large volume and unfavor-
able integration. To tackle this technical challenge, some efforts
have been made on a spin-selective THz metalens [25,28,29].
They are sensitive to left circular polarization (LCP) or right
circular polarization (RCP). However, a THz metalens with
multiple focal points for polarization detection has not been
reported. Here we report on a THz multi-foci metalens that
can be used to determine the handedness, ellipticity, and major
axis of an incident state. We propose an ultrathin reflective THz
metalens with four focal points that consist of Z-shaped res-
onators with spatially variant orientations, a reflective gold layer,
and a dielectric spacer sandwiched between them. Unlike pre-
viously reported multi-foci metalenses, our multi-foci metalens
can simultaneously separate circular polarization states and real-
ize polarization rotation functionality in the same focal plane.
The polarization information of the THz beam is obtained
based on the intensities of the focal points. The ultrathin and
compact features render the designed device very attractive for
THz polarization detection and information processing.

The schematic of the multi-foci metalens for a THz incident
beam with the ellipticity angle χ and the major axis direction
β is shown in Fig. 1. The relationship between the ellipticity
angle χ and the ellipticity η is described by χ = arctan(η).
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the reflective THz multi-foci metalens for
polarization detection. The ellipticity angle χ and the direction of
the major axis β of the incident and reflected polarization states are
indicated in polarization ellipses.

The beam is reflected and focused at four points in space by the
metalens. The polarization state in each focal point is different.
The polarization states of the focal points include LCP, RCP,
an incident polarization state, and a polarization state whose
major axis is rotatedπ/4 in comparison with that of the incident
polarization. The intensities of LCP and RCP focal points can
be used to determine the handedness and the ellipticity of the
incident polarization state, while the intensities of the other
two focal points can be used to determine the major axis of the
incident polarization state.

The designed multi-foci metalens consists of gold Z-shaped
resonators with different orientations sitting on a polyimide
layer in the middle and a gold layer at the bottom. It has been
reported that this structure has a high circular polarization
conversion efficiency in the telecomband [34], as well as in
the THz regime based on our calculation. Each unit cell has a
period p = 100 µm. The parameters of gold resonators include
l = 75 µm, w= 20 µm, and the thickness h1 = 150 nm. The
polyimide spacer thickness is h2 = 30 µm, and the reflective
gold layer thickness is h3 = 150 nm. The detailed information
is given in the inset of Fig. 2. The electrical conductivity of gold
and the complex permittivity of the polyimide from the refer-
ence [35] are σg = 4.561× 107 S/m and εp = 3.5+ 0.035i,
respectively. With these geometric parameters, the simulated
circular polarization conversion ratio (PCR) of the metalens is
shown in Fig. 2, which is calculated by using the frequency
domain solver of the Computer Simulation Technology
Microwave Studio software. In the simulation, a unit cell
boundary is used along the x and y directions, and the open
boundary is used along the z direction. The PCR is defined as
PCR= Rcross/(Rco + Rcross), where Rco and Rcross represent the
reflectivity of unconverted and converted THz beams, respec-
tively [36]. From Fig. 2, we can see that the PCR is higher than
90% at a broadband from 0.97 to 1.69 THz, and the energy
loss rate is less than 15%. We choose to design the metalens at
1.15 THz (corresponding to λ= 260.87 µm). At this operating
frequency, the PCR is as high as 99.8%, and the energy loss rate
is only 6.5%. The total thickness of the designed metalens is
30.3µm, only about 1/9 of the operating wavelength.

The phase profiles of the lenses to achieve the four off-axis
focal positions are governed by the following Eqs. (1)–(4):
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Fig. 2. Simulated PCR and energy loss rate based on the unit cell
(inset) for the incident beam at normal incidence.
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where f D =
√

f 2 + 2a2, a = 1 mm determines the posi-
tions of focal points, and the designed focal plane is located at
f = 5 mm.

Our designed metalens is implemented by using a
Pancharatnam-Berry phase generated by the geometric metasur-
face; thus, the phase profiles in Eqs. (1)–(4) can only converge
the incident LCP beam and diverge RCP beam. To achieve the
envisaged design, the phase profiles of four metalenses need to
be modified as Eqs. (5)–(8)

ϕ1(x , y )= φ1(x , y ), (5)

ϕ2(x , y )=−φ2(x , y ), (6)

ϕ3(x , y )= arg{e i[φ3(x ,y )] + e i[−φ3(x ,y )]}, (7)

ϕ4(x , y )= arg{e i[φ4(x ,y )+π/4] + e i[−φ4(x ,y )+π/4]}. (8)

Because the first focal point only converges with the LCP
beam, the phase profile in Eq. (1) remains unchanged, as shown
in Eq. (5). The second focal point only converges with the RCP
beam, so the phase profile in Eq. (2) should become negative,
as shown in Eq. (6). The third and the fourth focal points can
converge LCP and RCP simultaneously. Thus, Eqs. (7) and (8)
need to contain the terms that converge with LCP and RCP at
the same time. However, this also means that the convergent
term of one circular polarization is the divergent term of the
opposite circular polarization. Therefore, the theoretical focus-
ing efficiency cannot exceed 50% for the two foci. Additionally,
for the fourth focal point, a rotation angle of polarization major
axis is introduced, as shown in Eq. (8), to achieve the rotation of
the major axis of the incident polarization state [20,21].
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The total phase profile of the designed multi-foci metalens
can be described as [17,29]

8(x , y )= arg

 4∑
j=1

e iϕ j (x ,y )

 . (9)

By using the phase profile in Eq. (9), the four focal points
with predesigned functions can be achieved. Each Z-shaped
resonator in location (x , y ) is rotated counterclockwise
with an angle of 8(x , y )/2, which is based on the geometric
metasurface [4].

A completely polarized THz beam can be decomposed into
LCP and RCP components. The intensity ratio τ of LCP and
RCP components can deduce the ellipticity and the handedness
of the polarized light. The ellipticity is written as

η= (1−
√
τ)/(1+

√
τ). (10)

η=±1 and η= 0 represent RCP(LCP) and linear polari-
zation (LP), −1 < η < 0 represents left-handed elliptical
polarization (LEP), and 0 < η < 1 represents right-handed
elliptical polarization (REP) [37]. According to the character-
istics of the metalens we designed, the polarization states of the
first and the second foci are LCP and RCP, respectively. Thus,
the ratio of the intensity of the first focal point (I1) to that of
the second focal point (I2) is the ellipticity of the incident THz
beam. Here all the simulated normalized intensity distributions
at the focal plane are calculated based on the Fresnel-Kirchhoff
diffraction integral [38]. When the incident THz beam is LCP,
the converted LCP converges at the first focal point, and there is
no RCP that is converted from the incident beam converging at
the second focal point. The normalized intensity distribution at
the focal plane is shown in Fig. 3(a). The normalized intensity
at the first focal point I1 = 0.957, and the normalized intensity
at the second focal point I2 = 4.73× 10−4. The calculated
ellipticity η=−0.9565. (The theoretical value is −1.) The
slight difference between simulation and theory is mainly due to
the discretization of the Fresnel-Kirchhoff diffraction integral.
When the incident THz beam changes to RCP, there is no LCP
component from the incident beam that can be converged
at the first focal point, and the RCP part is converged at the
second focal point. At this moment, I1 = 7.88× 10−4 and
I2 = 0.9967, as shown in Fig. 3(b). The calculated ellipticity
η= 0.9453 (theoretical value is 1). The ellipticity with 99.9%
component RCP(LCP) and 0.1% component LCP(RCP)
is ±0.9387. Thus, we can infer that according to Figs. 3(a)
and 3(b), the incident polarization states are LCP and RCR,
respectively, with an error less than 0.1%. When the incident
polarization states, respectively, are LEP (η=−0.5), LP (η= 0)
and REP (η= 0.268), the normalized intensity distributions at
the focal plane are shown in Figs. 3(c)–3(e). The calculated ellip-
ticities of polarization are (c) η=−0.4915, (d) η= 0.0101,
and (e) η= 0.2768, based on the intensity distributions (c)
I1 = 0.861, I2 = 0.100; (d) I1 = 0.479, I2 = 0.499; and (e)
I1 = 0.240, I2 = 0.748, respectively. The maximum deviation
of the ellipticity from the theoretical value is only about 0.01.
Therefore, it can be considered that our designed metalens can
be used to detect the handedness and the ellipticity of the inci-
dent beam. So far, we have not considered the intensities at the
third focal point (I3) and the fourth focal point (I4). It is because
they converge half of LCP and half of RCP, and diverge the other

Fig. 3. Simulated normalized intensity distributions at the
focal plane upon the illumination of the incident THz beam with
(a) LCP(η=−1), (b) RCP(η= 1), (c) LEP(η=−0.5), (d) LP(η= 0),
and (e) REP(η= 0.268).

half of LCP and RCP. The theoretical intensities are always 0.5,
regardless of the ellipticity of the polarized beam.

When the ellipticity and the handedness of the incident
THz beam can be confirmed by intensities I1 and I2, we can
further determine the major axis direction by the intensities
I3 and I4 with a polarizer. This is because the major axis direc-
tion at the third focal point is the same as the incident major
axis direction, and the major axis direction at the fourth focal
point is rotated counterclockwise by π/4 with respect to the
incident beam. Place a polarizer in front of the third focal point
and the fourth focal point, and the intensities I3 and I4 will
change. The transmission axis of the polarizer is fixed along
the horizontal direction, the relationship between the incident
major axis direction, and the normalized intensities I3 and I4
are shown in Fig. 4(a). After I3 and I4 are obtained, the incident
major axis direction can be analyzed. A single value of I3 cor-
responds to two possible major axis directions [see Fig. 4(a)].
Similarly, a single value of I4 also corresponds to two possible
major axis directions, but only one is the same as that deter-
mined by I3, which is the major axis direction of the incident
polarization state. Figures 4(b)–4(e) present the normalized
intensity distributions at the focal plane after passing through
the polarizer. When the incident LP directions are 0 and π/4,
as shown in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c), the calculated polarization
direction deviations θd from the incident polarization direc-
tion are (b) θd =−0.015π and (c) θd = 0.001π , based on the
obtained intensity distributions (b) I3 = 0.494, I4 = 0.244
and (c) I3 = 0.247, I4 = 1.83× 10−33, respectively. From
Figs. 4(d) and 4(e), we can obtain the normalized intensities (d)
I1 = 0.718, I2 = 0.250, I3 = 1.86× 10−33, I4 = 0.243 and
(e) I1 = 0.096, I2 = 0.897, I3 = 0.368, I4 = 0.459, respec-
tively. Based on the intensity distributions, we can infer that
the incident beam is LEP with ellipticity η=−0.2582 and
major axis direction β = 0.498π in Fig. 4(d). The deviation
of the ellipticity is 0.01, and the major axis direction deviation
is θd =−0.002π . Additionally, we can infer that the incident
beam is REP with ellipticity η= 0.5062 and major axis direc-
tion β = 0.835π in Fig. 4(e). The ellipticity deviation is only
0.006; the major axis direction deviation is θd = 0.002π . The
maximum deviation of the major axis direction is only 0.015π
in Fig. 4. Thus, our designed metalens is effective for measur-
ing the major axis direction of an incident THz beam. With
the ellipticity η and the major axis direction β of the incident
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Fig. 4. (a) Relationship between the incident major axis direc-
tion and the normalized intensities I3 and I4 with a polarizer with
a transmission axis fixed along the horizontal direction, which is
placed in front of the third focal point and the fourth focal point.
(b)–(e) Simulated normalized intensity distributions at the focal plane
after passing through the polarizer. The ellipticities and the major axis
direction of the incident polarization states are (b) 0, 0; (c) 0, π/4;
(d) -0.268, π/2; and (e) 0.5, 5π/6, respectively. (f ) Poincaré sphere to
show the polarization states in (b)–(e).

polarization state, its normalized Stokes parameters (S0 = 1)
can be calculated by S1 = cos 2χcos 2β, S2 = cos 2χ sin 2β,
S3 = sin 2χ , where χ = arctan(η) [37]. The polarization states
in Figs. 4(b)–4(e) are shown on the Poincaré sphere in Fig. 4(f ).

In summary, we have proposed an ultrathin reflective THz
metalens with four focal points for polarization measurement.
The unique property of the designed THz metalens lies in the
polarization difference in each focal point, which can be used
to determine the handedness, ellipticity, and the major axis of
the incident polarization state of a THz beam. The deviation
between the simulation result and the theoretical value is within
an acceptable level. Combined with its ultrathin and compact
features, our designed metalens is very attractive in the field of
THz polarization detection and information processing.
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